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a b s t r a c t 

Tungsten samples are exposed to 3 He plasma to quantify their helium retention behavior. The reten- 

tion saturates quickly with helium fluence and increases only slightly from 4.3 ×10 19 He/m 

2 at 773 K, 

to 7.5 ×10 19 He/m 

2 at 973 K. The helium content increases dramatically to 6.8 ×10 20 He/m 

2 when fuzz 

is formed on the surface of a sample exposed at 1173 K, but the majority of the retained helium 

(5.1 ×10 20 He/m 

2 ) is found to reside below the layer of fuzz tendrils. Additional tungsten samples were 

exposed to either simultaneous, or sequential, D/He plasma, followed by TDS. Measurements show the 

majority of the D retained during simultaneous exposures is located in the near surface region of helium 

nano-bubbles. No deuterium was detected in any of the samples after the heating to 1273 K, but 67% of 

the helium was released from simultaneously exposed samples, and only 23% of the helium was released 

from the sequentially exposed samples. 

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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. Introduction 

During any burning D/T plasma scenario helium ash will be in-

luded in the flux of particles striking the plasma-facing materials;

oth the divertor surfaces as well as the first wall. The exposure

f tungsten to energetic (above approximately 30 eV [1] ) helium

articles results in the formation of a variety of nano-scale sur-

ace structures. At surface temperatures below ∼10 0 0 K, a dense

rray of nano-bubbles forms in the uppermost 20–30 nm of the

urface [2,3] , at temperatures between ∼10 0 0 K and ∼20 0 0 K tung-

ten fuzz [4,5] is observed to grow out from the surface and at

igher temperature the fuzz disappears leaving an array of larger

cale (micron size) pits in the surface [6,7] . While a large amount

f experimental research has gone into investigating the behavior

f helium in tungsten, much of the work has been observational

nd qualitative. An equally large effort has gone into modeling the

ehavior of helium and hydrogenic isotopes in a tungsten lattice

 8–10 and references therein] in an attempt to gain insight into the

xperimental observations. This modeling effort has unfortunately
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een somewhat hampered by the lack of quantified properties of

he helium and deuterium remaining in the tungsten against which

o compare results. In this paper, measurements of the amount of

elium and deuterium contained in plasma-exposed tungsten are

resented under a variety of plasma exposure conditions. Each ex-

eriment described has been developed with the aim of testing a

pecific prediction that emanates from the modeling. 

. Experimental approach 

Pure deuterium, or helium, plasma and mixtures of D/He con-

aining plasma are created in the PISCES-A linear plasma device

11] for each different exposure case. In the mixed D/He plasma

xposures, the tungsten grade used was chosen according to the

pecifications approved for ITER material selection [12] supplied

y Negele Hartmetall-Technik GmbH. Tungsten rods of 99.94 wt%

urity were manufactured with grains elongated parallel to the

ength of the rod to insure better heat transport and inhibit de-

amination. Samples were cut perpendicular to the tungsten rod

ith 4 mm thickness and fabricated with a ‘top-hat’ shape where

he plasma-exposed surface was 14 mm in diameter. Prior to the

lasma exposure, samples were mechanically polished to a mirror

nish and annealed at 1273 K for one hour. 

In the case of the mixed plasma, the helium ion content of the

lasma is measured spectroscopically, as described in [13] . Sam-
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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Fig. 1. Deuterium content in samples exposed to simultaneous D/He plasma (PAA1 

with 5% He, PAA2 with 10% He) and sequential He then D plasma (PAA3 at 573 K 

and PAA4 at 773 K). 
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ple temperature is monitored by a thermocouple pressed firmly

against the back surface of the sample and the temperature dur-

ing exposure is controlled by varying the coolant flow through the

sample manipulator. Plasma conditions are measured using a re-

ciprocating Langmuir probe. 

The first set of experiments compared sequential helium then

deuterium plasma exposure to simultaneous D/x%He plasma where

the helium ion content, x, was varied from 5 to 10%. These ex-

periments used standard 

4 He gas to generate the helium plasma

ions. Nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) using the D( 3 He,p) 4 He reac-

tion was applied under perpendicular angle of incidence to deter-

mine the deuterium content retained in the exposed samples as

outlined in [14] . Protons were detected with different 3 He ener-

gies between 0.5 and 4.5 MeV with a thick surface barrier PIPS

detectors (detector 1 with a solid angle of 29.2 msr and detector

2 with a solid angle of 72.1 msr) under 135 ° scattering angle in

the center of the samples. In order to improve depth resolution

near the surface α particles were energy analyzed with a surface

barrier detector at a laboratory scattering angle of 102 ° equipped

with a slit reducing the solid angle to 9.2 msr. The samples then

underwent thermal desorption spectrometry (TDS) in an attempt

to remove the retained deuterium. The sample temperatures were

ramped to 1273 K in a quartz tube using radiant heaters at a lin-

ear rate of 0.3 K/s and held at 1273 K for 900 s before cooling. A

high-resolution MKS residual gas analyzer capable of resolving the

difference in release between D 2 molecules and helium atoms was

used. Finally, the samples were once again subjected to NRA to

quantify the amount of deuterium remaining trapped in the tung-

sten. Elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) using an 15 MeV oxy-

gen ion beam as described in [15] was also used on the samples

before and after TDS to monitor any reduction in the helium con-

tent in the samples due to the heating cycle. 

The drawback of ERDA measurements is the difficulty to accu-

rately quantify the total amount of helium on rough surfaces be-

cause of the grazing angle of incidence. For this reason a second

set of samples were exposed to pure helium plasma consisting of

a mixture of 3 He (25%) and 

4 He (75%). The mixed He gas cylinder

was supplied by Linde Industrial Gases. Due to the cost of 3 He, the

pumping system of the PISCES-A device had to be modified to limit

the gas throughput during the plasma exposure. Two turbomolec-

ular pumps (1800 l/s and 1300 l/s) are used to pump the PISCES-

 chamber. Typically, one of these pumps is closed during plasma

operation, but both can remain open, depending on the plasma pa-

rameters desired. In the case of the 3 He plasma, a separate throt-

tled (300 l/s) turbomolecular pump is used while the two large

pumps are both closed. Even with the smaller throughput, no ev-

idence of impurity accumulation during the plasma exposure was

observed. For these experiments, tungsten samples (25 mm diam-

eter, 1 mm thick disks) are used. These tungsten samples are also

ITER grade, but made by Midwest Tungsten Service, Inc. via pow-

der metallurgy by press-sintering 99.95 wt% pure tungsten powder.

The tungsten grains are also elongated in the direction normal to

the surface. 

The samples that were exposed to 3 He plasma at different flu-

ences and temperatures were then analyzed using a high energy

deuterium ion beam to generate the 3 He(D, 4 He)p nuclear reaction.

Protons were also detected with a thick PIPS detector under 135 °
scattering angle (solid angle (22 ± 1) msr). During this analysis the

ion beam was moved across the diameter of the sample in a series

of steps to check for uniformity across the sample surface. Since
3 He made up only 25% of the He ions in the plasma, the measure-

ments of 3 He in the samples has been multiplied by four to obtain

the total quantity of helium retained. 
a  
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. Results and discussion 

.1. D-He interactions in w 

The goal of the first set of measurements, involving deuterium

etention, was to determine whether all the deuterium in the sam-

les is released during TDS to 1273 K. Recent atomistic model-

ng has seen evidence of D partitioning in W to regions near the

dges of He filled bubbles and that D atoms residing at these lo-

ations are stable at temperatures exceeding those available using

ur TDS system [16] . While the TDS measurements cannot deter-

ine where the D is located in the sample, it can be used to verify

he predicted energy level of the traps. 

Two tungsten samples were exposed to mixed D/He plasma

ith either 5 or 10% 

4 He ion composition of the plasma. These

amples were exposed to a total fluence of 1 ×10 26 m 

−2 , at 523 K

ith an incident ion energy of 40 eV Two additional tungsten

amples were exposed to sequential helium and then deuterium

lasma, one sample was exposed at 573 K, the other at 773 K. Both

f these samples were exposed to a 4 He fluence of 1 ×10 25 m 

−2 

nd a deuterium fluence of 1 ×10 26 m 

−2 , again with 40 eV incident

on energy. Table 1 summarizes the exposure conditions of all sam-

les. The deuterium content measured across the face of each of

hese samples and is shown in Fig. 1 . The measurement is made

ith a 800 keV 

3 He ion beam and the energy spectra of the pro-

ons is collected in the two thick PIPS detectors simultaneously.

or each data point a total charge of 10 μC of 3 He was collected

ithin a beam spot of 1 ×1 mm 

2 . The alpha signal was used to

heck for the D depth distribution. Because Fig. 1 shows a homoge-

ous distribution and to enhance sensitivity all alpha spectra col-

ected across the face of the individual samples were summed and

ompared with SIMNRA [17] and ResolNRA [18] calculations. The

easured spectra for the simultaneously exposed samples are sim-

lated best when all D is assumed to be in a surface layer whose

idth is determined by the depth resolution of 170 ×10 19 W/m 

2 .

ssuming W bulk density, this converts to a thickness of 26 nm

nd hence the majority of the D resides within the 20–30 nm thick
 He nano-bubble layer. The experimental data and simulation fits

ssuming various D depth distributions are shown in Fig. 2 . The
g the influence of helium in plasma-exposed tungsten, Nuclear 
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Table 1 

Sample exposure conditions for all targets used in this study. 

Sample Plasma composition Ion flux (m 

−2 s −1 ) Fluence (m 

−2 ) Temperature (K) Ion energy (eV) Exposure time (s) 

PAA1 D 2 /5%He 1.1 ×10 22 1 ×10 26 523 40 9300 

PAA2 D 2 /10%He 7.8 ×10 21 1 ×10 26 523 40 12 ,840 

PAA3 He (first exposure) 2.0 ×10 22 1 ×10 25 573 40 500 

PAA3 D 2 (second exposure) 4.1 ×10 21 1 ×10 26 573 40 23 ,820 

PAA4 He (first exposure) 3.0 ×10 22 1 ×10 25 773 40 334 

PAA4 D 2 (second exposure) 1.2 ×10 22 1 ×10 26 773 40 8340 

He3-1 25% 3 He/75% 4 He 2.7 ×10 22 2.5 ×10 25 773 70 930 

He3-2 25% 3 He/75% 4 He 3.2 ×10 22 2.0 ×10 26 773 70 6250 

He3-3 25% 3 He/75% 4 He 8.0 ×10 22 3.0 ×10 26 1173 70 3750 

He3-4 25% 3 He/75% 4 He 2.0 ×10 22 2.5 ×10 25 973 70 1250 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the measured full NRA spectrum (a) from sample PAA2 with simulated spectra assuming various deuterium depth profiles, b) expands the alpha signal 

and fits for clarity. 

Please cite this article as: R.P. Doerner et al., Quantitatively measuring the influence of helium in plasma-exposed tungsten, Nuclear 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of helium content in samples exposed at different fluence (He3- 

1 and He3-2) and different temperature (He3-1 and He3-4). 

Fig. 4. Helium content in tungsten samples as a function of the temperature during 

plasma exposure. No fuzz formed on these surfaces. 
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magnitude of the retention is consistent with previous mixed D/He

retention measurements [ 19 and references therein] and would

tend to confirm the atomistic modeling prediction of D partition-

ing to the regions near the He bubbles [16] . One can also see the

retention in the sequentially exposed samples is much less than in

the samples exposed to simultaneous D and 

4 He bombardment. In

the case of the sequential exposures, the helium nano-bubbles are

fully formed before the onset of deuterium ion irradiation and so

the uptake is inhibited from the initiation of the deuterium plasma.

In the sequentially exposed samples, the NRA signals are too small

to get an accurate depth distribution of the D. 

The integrated deuterium release during the TDS was measured

to be 1.5 ×10 19 D/m 

2 for the sample exposed to 5% 

4 He plasma and

0.7 ×10 19 D/m 

2 for the sample exposed to 10% 

4 He plasma. Due

to the low signal levels of D released from the samples, an error

approaching 50% is associated with the TDS measurements. Despite

this large uncertainty, the desorption results are consistent with

the majority of the D in the samples being trapped in the nano-

bubble layer. The integrated release is also consistent with all the

deuterium being released by the maximum oven temperature of

1273 K. The deuterium release during the TDS of the sequentially

exposed samples was below the system’s limit of detection. 

For completeness, NRA was again performed on each of the

samples following TDS, but no measureable deuterium was found

to remain in the samples. The limit of detection for the NRA mea-

surements was 3 ×10 17 D/m 

2 . The fact that all the deuterium is

released during TDS is in contradiction with expectations from

molecular dynamics modeling [16] . However, the timescales associ-

ated with MD modeling (picoseconds to nanoseconds) is drastically

different from those encountered during the experiments (hours).

Another uncertainty lies in the potentials used, as the behavior of

H and He in the simulations are quite sensitive to the details of

these potentials [20] . In spite of these uncertainties, it is clear that

deuterium neither remains trapped in the tungsten, nor in molecu-

lar form in the bubbles, after the heating cycle and that, therefore,

a significant molecular deuterium concentration within the bub-

bles during the plasma exposure is unlikely. 

ERDA using an 15 MeV oxygen ion beam under a scattering an-

gle of 30 ° was also applied before and after TDS to determine the

relative amount of helium released during the temperature ramp.

Quantification of the amount of helium in the samples was diffi-

cult, but the reduction of the raw count rates easily gives the rela-

tive amount of helium remaining in the samples. Different release

behavior was observed from the sequentially and simultaneously

exposed samples. The simultaneously exposed samples, lost 67%

of the helium retained during the plasma exposure, whereas the

sequentially exposed samples lost only 23% of their retained he-

lium. This surprising result clearly indicates that more work will be

needed to understand the complex interaction between deuterium

and helium in tungsten. 

3.2. Quantification of He in w 

A second set of measurements were made on tungsten samples

exposed to pure He plasma consisting of 25% 

3 He and 75% 

4 He.

The goal of these measurements was to begin to understand the

sub-surface nano-bubble layer formation at different fluences and

temperatures. First, two samples were exposed at 773 K to differ-

ent fluences, namely 2 ×10 25 m 

−2 and 2 ×10 26 m 

−2 , at 70 eV ion

energy. A third sample was exposed to a fluence of 2 ×10 25 m 

−2 

and 70 eV, but at 973 K. The results showing the absolute number

of He atoms in the nano-bubble layer are shown in Figure 3 . Here

we assume that the behavior of 3 He and 

4 He in the plasma and in

the material is similar and have multiplied the measured 

3 He by

a factor of four to account for the fill gas composition. The helium
Please cite this article as: R.P. Doerner et al., Quantitatively measurin

Materials and Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nme.2016.09.00
ontent in the bubble layer does not change with increasing flu-

nce and increases only slightly with the increase in temperature. 

It has also been shown that the thickness of the nano-bubble

ayer saturates with increasing He fluence at about 20–30 nm

hickness and contains bubbles with roughly a 1–2 nm diameter

21] . Finally, the density of He bubbles has also been measured

22] and saturates at a value of about 1.3 ×10 17 m 

−2 at 773 K. These

alues can be used to estimate the number of He atoms/bubble

nd the pressure in the bubbles. Simply dividing the measured he-

ium content (4.3 ×10 19 m 

−2 at 773 K from Fig. 3 ) by the bubble

ensity gives approximately 330 He/bubble. Similarly, the number

f missing W atoms in a bubble of 1.5 nm diameter is about 110.
g the influence of helium in plasma-exposed tungsten, Nuclear 
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Fig. 5. Measurements were made on a fuzzy tungsten sample where (a) half the fuzz has been wiped off the surface, (b) resulting helium content in regions with and 

without fuzz. 
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his gives us a value of about 3 He/vacancy in the bubbles, which

s similar to the values used in modeling [16] . 

These measurements of helium concentration in tungsten can

e compared with recent ERDA measurements made during

lasma exposure in DIONISIS [23] . The absolute helium concen-

ration measured in all the samples are plotted in Fig. 4 . The

greement between the two methods is very good and a small

ncrease in helium concentration with increasing temperature is

lso observable. It should also be noted that the helium fluence

n [23] is one to two orders of magnitude less than in the 3 He

amples. This confirms the fact that the helium bubble layer read-

ly forms and quickly saturates with increasing fluence. Assuming

hat the bubble layer in these samples is 25 nm thick, the value
Please cite this article as: R.P. Doerner et al., Quantitatively measurin

Materials and Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nme.2016.09.00
or He/W in this region is about 3%, again in good agreement

ith [23] . 

A final sample was exposed to 3 He at 1173 K (a temperature

ufficient for fuzz to form) to a fluence of 3 ×10 26 m 

−2 and 50 eV.

his sample provided the opportunity to measure the helium con-

ent in the fuzz tendrils. After the fuzzy sample was removed from

ISCES-A, the mass of the sample was measured before and after

iping the fuzz off one half of the sample surface with a cotton

wab. The mass of the removed fuzz structures was 96 ± 10 μg,

r 3.1 ×10 17 W atoms. NRA was then measured at several points

cross the samples surface spanning the clean half to the fuzzy

alf of the sample, as depicted in Fig. 5 a. Fig. 5 b shows the He con-

ent in the sample with and without the fuzz on the surface. The
g the influence of helium in plasma-exposed tungsten, Nuclear 
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Fig. 6. Edge SEM view of a fuzzy tungsten surface (a) before and (b) after fuzz has 

been wiped off the surface. Surface view of surface after fuzz removal showing only 

larger base structures of the fuzz remain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Helium content with changing surface temperature, indicating an increase 

in helium when fuzz grows on the surface. 
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amount of helium missing from the side with the fuzz removed is

approximately 16 ×10 19 He/m 

2 , or a total of 3 ×10 16 He atoms. This

results in an average value for the He/W ratio in the fuzz of about

10 ± 2%. This value is in good agreement with [23] and a more re-

cent measurement [24] . 

The other striking aspect of Fig. 5 b is the fact that the major-

ity of the helium remains in the sample, below the surface from

which the fuzz has been removed. Edge SEM views of the frac-
Please cite this article as: R.P. Doerner et al., Quantitatively measurin

Materials and Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nme.2016.09.00
ured sample with, and without, the fuzz layer removed are shown

n Fig. 6 . To the eye the sample with the fuzz removed returns

o a smooth metallic appearance, SEM images confirm the cotton

wab was effective in removing the thin fuzz tendrils, while leav-

ng some evidence of the larger base structures of the fuzz intact,

mplying that the remaining helium is located in the base of the

tructures, or below the surface. This is consistent with TEM im-

ges of fuzzy structures showing a region of dense, but larger bub-

les located just below the surface in the fuzzy samples [25–27] .

uch a region of high He concentration could create a layer of high

tress and be the ‘growth plate’ which causes the deformation of

he surface and results in fuzz growth. 

Finally, it is interesting to include the He content data points

or the fuzzy samples from [23] and this work with the data al-

eady shown in Fig. 4 . All the helium concentration data points

re plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the sample temperature dur-

ng plasma exposure. A dramatic increase in helium content is

een in all the fuzzy samples, compared to the samples which

id not grow fuzz. Remarkably, some of the samples measured in

23] were at sufficient temperature to allow fuzz growth, but had

ot yet achieved the incubation fluence of 2.5 ×10 24 m 

−2 [28] nec-

ssary for the fuzzy structure to form. These samples are seen to

ave much less helium content than the samples with fully devel-

ped fuzzy structures. 

. Summary 

A series of measurements were made on tungsten samples ex-

osed to mixtures of helium and deuterium plasma in support of

tomistic modeling activities. Retained deuterium and helium were

easured both before and after thermal desorption (to 1273 K)

ass spectrometry of tungsten samples exposed to both sequen-

ial and simultaneous D/He plasma. Measurements show the ma-

ority of the D retained during simultaneous exposures is located

n the near surface region of helium nano-bubbles. In all cases,

o deuterium was detected after the single heating cycle. Of the

elium retained in the samples, 67% was released from simulta-

eously exposed samples, but only 23% of the helium was re-

eased from the sequentially exposed samples. Tungsten samples
g the influence of helium in plasma-exposed tungsten, Nuclear 
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ere also exposed to 3 He plasma to provide a quantitative mea-

ure of the helium retained during plasma exposure. The thin he-

ium nano-bubble layer contained 4.3 ×10 19 He/m 

2 at 773 K, inde-

endent of the plasma fluence and this value increased slightly to

.5 ×10 19 He/m 

2 for 973 K exposure. The helium content increased

ramatically to 6.8 ×10 20 He/m 

2 when fuzz formed on the surface

f a sample exposed at 1173 K, but the majority of the retained he-

ium (5.1 ×10 20 He/m 

2 ) was found to reside below the layer of fuzz

endrils. 
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